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Emily’s Rose Garden

Step 1: Cut the chain into one 15" length, one 18" length, and
one 20" length.

Step 2: Attach a fancy crimp to one end of the 15" chain. *String
1 tube and crimp it 11⁄2" from the last crimp. String 1 bicone
and 1 tube; slide them down to the last tube; crimp. Repeat
from * six times. Attach a fancy crimp to the other end of the
chain. (There will be 3" of chain between the last 1mm crimp
tube and the fancy crimp.)

Step 3: Attach a fancy crimp to one end of 18" of chain. *String
1 tube and crimp it 11⁄2" from the last crimp. String 1 light
peach cube and 1 tube; slide them down to the last tube; crimp.
Repeat from * eight times, alternating peach and rose cubes.
Attach a fancy crimp to the other end of the chain. (There will
be 2" of chain between the last 1mm crimp tube and the fancy
crimp.)

Step 4: Attach a fancy crimp to one end of 20" of chain. String
1 tube and crimp it 2" from the last crimp. String 1 peach
round, 1 rondelle, 1 peach round, and 1 tube; slide them down
to the last tube; crimp. *String 1 tube and crimp it 11⁄2" from
the last crimp. String 1 rose bicone, 1 rondelle, 1 rose bicone,
and 1 tube; slide them down to the last tube; crimp. Repeat
from * six times, alternating peach rounds and rose bicones.
Attach a fancy crimp to the other end of the chain. (There will
be 2" of chain between the last 1mm crimp tube and the fancy
crimp.)

Step 5: Use a jump ring to string the bicone strand, the cube
strand, then the rondelle strand; attach the ring to one half
of the clasp. Repeat for the other half of the necklace. Y

MATERIALS
15 rose 6mm Swarovski crystal bicones
8 light peach 6mm Swarovski crystal rounds
5 light peach 10mm Swarovski crystal cubes
4 rose 10mm Swarovski crystal cubes
8 pink with peach foil 8×12mm Czech lampworked rondelles
2 sterling silver 6mm jump rings
48 sterling silver 1mm crimp beads
6 sterling silver 2mm fancy crimp ends
14×18mm sterling silver star toggle clasp
53" of sterling silver 0.9mm beading chain

TOOLS
Chain-nose pliers
Round-nose pliers
Wire cutters
Crimping pliers

FINISHED SIZE: 151⁄2"

RESOURCES: Check your local bead shop for these materials or
contact: All materials: Fusion Beads, www.fusionbeads.com.

Banu Sekendur
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An art therapist colleague suggested that Banu make
a piece of jewelry to represent her struggle to find
new ideas for stringing projects. As a result, Banu
rediscovered the rose garden in her heart.
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